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San Francesco del Deserto
The retreat in the lagoon

Between Sant’Erasmo and Burano, a haven of peace awaits those who long for silence and meditation: a small area of land with
a convent surrounded by cypresses, one of the most spiritual places in the entire lagoon. The island of San Francesco del Deserto
stretches silently out among the barene (small islets barely showing above the surface of the water), a true retreat for visitors who are
welcomed by the inscription O beata solitudo, o sola beatitudo (meaning ‘Blessed loneliness is my saviour’).
The island has been occupied since Roman times (as attested by several archaeological remains), when it was known as the island
of Due Vigne. In 1220 Francis of Assisi landed here on his return from the Fifth Crusade in the East, where he had gone to preach
the Gospel to the sultan and put an end to the war.
Tradition has it that the saint was looking for a peaceful place to rest and pray in silence and reflect. When he arrived on the small
island, he was welcomed by the chorus of a multitude of birds, according to his biographer San Bonaventura da Bagnoregio.
According to another legend, before leaving the island, Saint Francis planted his walking stick there: it grew into a pine tree. The
tree, which was in the garden of the monastery, then dried up. A statue representing Saint Francis of Assisi was obtained from its
trunk and placed in the church. On the exact spot where the tree once stood, you can still see a small building housing its remains.
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Saint Francis also performed miracles in Venice: although the lagoon was drying up, it miraculously filled with water after it had
been blessed. Travelling from Syria to Treporti with Illuminato da Rieti, the saint was caught in a terrible storm: his presence alone
calmed the foaming waters. According to a seventeenth-century manuscript: ‘ ... he planted with his own hands [...] a vine which,
until this very year 1677, lives and bears fruit. Eating such fruit, or drinking the water where the wood of the vine has been soaked,
heals many of the sick.’
Jacopo Michiel, the owner of the island, had a church built in honour of the saint. Shortly afterwards, in 1233, he gave it to the
Franciscan Friars Minor from the Frari di Venezia convent, who built a monastery there. From 1420, the island remained unoccupied
for several decades. It seems that its being called del Deserto (‘of the desert’) dates from this period.
Over the following centuries, the island was inhabited by the Franciscans and by members of other religious orders but, in 1806,
with the arrival of Napoleon, it was pillaged and turned into an arsenal. In 1858 it was given to the Patriarchate of Venice, which
allowed the Friars Minor to refound their monastery there. A small community of monks still lives there today. In addition to their
religious activities, they cultivate the land and breed animals. The island cannot be reached by public transport but it is possible to
arrange a guided tour by contacting the monastery. The friars have some rooms for short meditative stays, immersed in the silence
of the island’s waters.
Saint Francis also crops up in other places in Venice linked to historical events or legends – for example, San Francesco della Vigna,
a name that we will come across on other occasions during our travels.
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Lio Piccolo
An Armenian spire out in the fields

Suddenly appearing as if from nowhere, between fields and the lagoon, Lio Piccolo is a favourite spot for many people, even if it’s
somewhat off the beaten track: a small place nestled in the heart of an area of outstanding natural beauty, it has a population of
only twenty-two. The term Lio, in the local dialect, means Lido (beach). This name comes from the Latin Litus Minor and was used to
distinguish it from Litus Maior, the current Lido di Jesolo.
Archaeological finds show that Lio Piccolo was a flourishing trading post in the days of the Roman Empire, together with Lio
Maggiore and Altinum. As proof of this: the discovery of the ruins of two large half-submerged houses-cum-shops with richly
decorated mosaic floors. Historical sources from the eleventh and thirteenth centuries mention the existence of a monastery, a parish
dedicated to the Holy Saviour and a church dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Like Torcello and other towns in the northern lagoon, Lio
Piccolo began to decline around the fourteenth century, mostly due to the worsening climatic and environmental conditions. From
the fifteenth to most of the seventeenth century, there would seem to be no historical record of the place, probably because by then
it was completely deserted. It appears again on a map of 1692, showing farmlands belonging to the monastery of San Giovanni
Battista di Murano and a farmhouse. In 1696 the construction of a church dedicated to the Madonna della Neve, built over the
remains of a former church, confirms that it had been repopulated.
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In 1791 the island became the property of the Boldù, a noble family, who also renovated the neighbouring palace dating back
to the end of the seventeenth century. The palace is still visible today, standing among a cluster of houses, as well as the church of
Santa Maria della Neve. The opening of the saltworks of San Felice helped to boost the town’s economy. After changing hands
several times, the island was acquired by the Mekhitarist Fathers of San Lazzaro degli Armeni, who built the church presbytery and
the bell tower in the 1900s.
Although Lio Piccolo was, for many centuries, an island, this is no longer the case today: it is now linked to Treporti by a magnificent,
scenic road that winds its way among the barene. Lio Piccolo is mainly agricultural. Nature seems to have taken over here: fields
and farming land as far as the eye can see, with little evidence of the presence of humans and no buildings to clash with the
harmony of the surrounding countryside.
Some of the most succulent and sought-after local products are the castraùre (a very young artichoke) and the zizołe (jujube). Jujubes
are celebrated at a festival held every year in mid-September. Here the land and air are of such high quality that the fruit and
vegetables are real delicacies. There are several agritourism farms in the area serving fish dishes and locally produced vegetables.
When the weather turns hot, hoards of people visit the island every day. Most of them are nature, sport and photography enthusiasts
who come to observe and immortalise the breathtaking beauty of the place, in the hope of sighting some of the 8,000 pink
flamingos that live in the area.
From the skies, Lio Piccolo looks like a small, jumbled world, strongly marked by its past, like a kind of bubble in which time has
stood still. It is impossible not to feel moved by this peaceful landscape, which invites visitors to immerse themselves in its comforting
silence, with its bewitching colours, its perfumes and its positive energy.
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Santa Cristina
An eco-sustainable project

Santa Cristina is what remains of the archipelago of Ammiana (some historians think it more likely that it was linked to the settlement
of Costanziaco), an important place in the lagoon that has already been mentioned. It stands out from the other islands as it looks
so different from them: we can see clear signs of a deliberate and permanent human presence there, of a ‘modernity’ that aims to
meet with the past. This is where, in the seventh century, the Falier family built a small monastery, occupied by a few Benedictine
sisters, and a small church dedicated to Saint Mark: initially, the island was actually named after him. At the beginning of 1300,
the relics of Saint Christina, Virgin of Tyre, were moved there from Constantinople. The name of the island was therefore changed
in her honour.
Some years later, due to poor sanitary conditions resulting from the formation of marshes in a sizeable part of the north of the lagoon
(caused by the presence of several river mouths that were then diverted directly to the Adriatic), the nuns were sent to Murano.
Only one nun insisted on remaining on the island for over another decade: Filippa Condulmer, a woman who had mental health
problems. In 1352, however, she also left. The relics of Saint Christina were first moved to Torcello and then, after 1809, to the
church of San Francesco della Vigna in Venice, where they can still be seen. Subsequently, the island was occupied by families
using it for farming and fishing but they all left in 1930. The island has recently become private property, with a small villa, gardens,
orchards and areas for fishing.
The owners are continuing work on their ambitious project to make the place completely eco-sustainable. Since 2000, a working
vineyard on the island has been cultivated with particular care: every year, the grape harvest is transported to a cellar in Pramaggiore,
producing a red wine called Ammiana.
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Not far from the island of Santa Cristina is Palude della Rosa, a salty stretch of water occupied by pink flamingos, set among the
flowers of the barena and the samphire. For centuries, legend has it that Attila’s Treasure is somewhere to be found on an islet
called Isola del Monte dell’Oro. According to Paoletti, the Huns were chasing the inhabitants of Altinum who, as they fled towards
the Venice lagoon, became bogged down with their wagons in these treacherous sandbanks. At that moment, the most precious
wagon of all, loaded with the spoils of war (and, according to the tale, with Attila’s own bow), was swallowed up by the mud.
Many anglers say that, at night, the spirits of the Huns can still be seen watching over their treasure, which is obviously cursed as
whoever tries to find it is bound to die a violent death.
From evidence found in historical documents, we know that there used to be a Benedictine monastery and a church dedicated
to San Cataldo on the island. It was the seat of the Episcopal Seminary of Torcello. In the nineteenth century, after years of total
abandon, it found a role to play in the defence system of the lagoon: an artillery position with a garrison and around fifty soldiers
was established there. Today, the Isola del Monte dell’Oro looks like a rounded hump. It has been privately owned since 1994.
Recent research using ground-penetrating radar has revealed the possible presence of a Roman road, evidence that the area could
be reached by land in olden times. The remains of part of the road, stretching some 1,200 metres, were found under the sand.
As many as sixteen structures were identified in the Canale di Treporti, some of which were over 2.5 metres high, all lined up and
pointing north-east for more than a kilometre. The last four structures may have been part of a port area, with the longest measuring
135 metres long, 4 metres wide and 4 metres high. Previously, stones known as basoli, similar to those once used by the Romans
for the construction of other roads in the area, were found here.
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Valle Zappa and the ‘fishing valleys’
A fairy-tale place

Situated near the Strada Statale Romea, the enchanting valli da pesca (‘fishing valleys’, naturally formed, closed areas in the lagoon
where fish farming is carried out) are really worth a visit.
Amongst them, the Valle Averto WWF Nature Reserve (the only one where hunting is not allowed), the world’s most famous
wetland, in compliance with the 1971 Ramsar Convention, deserves a mention. Some 240 different species of nesting, sedentary
or hibernating aquatic birds can be spotted there, amounting to a total of around 15,000 birds. The place is part of ‘Venice and
its Lagoon’, declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987.
These historical ‘valleys’, where mainly sea bass and sea bream are bred, are still active. Seeing them from the sky makes us realise
that some people still earn a living from the lagoon. Others see them as a place for contemplation, far from the hustle and bustle of
the world which, although so close, suddenly feels so far away.
The most iconic ‘valley’ is Valle Zappa, which always leaves visitors speechless. This is where you find something that you wouldn’t
expect to see in the lagoon: the magnificent Dutch-style Casone di Villa Zappa. It was built between 1923 and 1928 to plans by
the architect Duilio Torres and designed at the request of its first owner, Mario Malvezzi. This marvellous place seems to have come
straight out of a fairy tale and it has some interesting features.
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A charming tower, from which game can be observed, can be accessed from outside by a single spiral staircase. The interior of
the main building is just as surprising: the guest rooms are all painted in different colours because, before a hunt, participants drew
lots to be assigned a particular colour, which they kept throughout their stay.
All the ground-floor rooms have a fireplace. On the fireplace hoods are sayings and proverbs in the local dialect, such as Mejo
sbrissar col piè, che co ea lingua, reminding that it is better for your foot to slip than your tongue so as not to offend anyone.
On the facade is a coat of arms with three pickaxes: this is the symbol of the Arrigoni degli Oddi family, who owned the ‘valley’
from 1867 to 1942. A commemorative plaque records the fact that, between August 1877 and December 1921, the Hon. Count
E. Arrigoni degli Oddi shot 51,303 birds, achieving an exceptional average of 62 birds per hunt. Around the main building and
the barchessa (a typical Venetian store for farming equipment), there is a garden bursting with many varieties of vegetables and
large numbers of fruit trees.
The Casone stands in the comune of Campagna Lupia, which covers an area of around 88 km2 and is considered the southern
gateway to the Riviera del Brenta, bordering the south-east of the lagoon of Venice. The area consists of two distinct parts: to the
west, the lands formed out of alluvial soil which were home to the Palaeovenetian peoples, as we know from the many objects
found there; to the east, the ‘valleys’ of the lagoon of Venice (Serraglia, Averto, Contarina, Cornio Alto and Cornio Basso, Zappa,
Pirimpiè, Figheri) among which the Oasis of the Valle Averto is particularly important for nature and the environment.
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Venice
The timeless city

Venice is so famous that other European cities and capitals sometimes define themselves as the ‘Venice of the North’.
Venice is built of wood and stone, but above all from sea, wind, hopes and dreams. A place where legend and reality go hand in
hand, dancing together for centuries, while researchers all over the world try to get to grips with the ‘Venice myth’.
For Venetians, the lagoon was the centre of the world. It marked the border between heaven and earth, a shelter against storms
where order reigned when everywhere else, beyond its waters, was chaos. The cubes, spheres, circles and squares of the Doge’s
Palace and Saint Mark’s Basilica (mausoleum of the patron saint of Venice) evoke the perfect order of a divine city, bringing together
a range of artistic cultures: early Christian, Byzantine, Oriental, Gothic. Venice, capital of beauty and culture, centre of the arts, but
also of thriving businesses and political machinations.
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For centuries, the city was known as the ‘Lady of the Waters’, the heart of mercantile trade between West and East in a whirlwind of
transactions that marked the destiny of its residents. Land of merchants, sailors, explorers, geographers, faithful citizens, conspiracies.
A forest of bell towers and a dense jungle of palazzi, with the aroma of coffee and spices in stark contrast to the smell of dye from
textile workshops and tanneries. The unique light to be found in the city inspires art. The contrast of brown brickwork and grey
stonework with the colour of the lagoon still offers a focus of reflection for observant and inspired artists, in a marriage between
natural and manmade space.
Venice is a city to be admired with other eyes: those of the soul.
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VENICE FROM THE SKIES
RICCARDO ROITER RIGONI AND DEBORA GUSSON

Venice from the Skies is an outstanding photographic record by Riccardo Roiter Rigoni and Debora Gusson, the fruit of five
years’ regular flying by helicopter over Venice and its Lagoon. The flights were not confined to the city of Venice, but included
all the islands of the splendid Lagoon, from Torcello to Burano, by way of Murano, as well as the wonderful island of San
Francesco del Deserto, the military defences in the southern part of the Lagoon, the Lido and Pellestrina, not to mention the
many now abandoned islands, large and small, located in one of the most beautiful places in the world.
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